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1. Introduction 
 
This document summarises the main activities carried out by the eCF Alliance partnership to 
reach one of the main project’s objective: ‘’transferring the pilot training experiences to a wider 
audience’’. 

In order to better focus on the external stakeholders’ perception, some partners organised 
workshops or similar events, pursuing the opportunity to receive feedback and disseminate 
information about the project. Such events were planned in two different stages:  

• First set of meetings: aimed to discuss the effects of the bottom up approach used in 
the piloting of the project’s competence-based training path, and to recruit new potential 
users. 

• Second set of meetings: aimed to investigate the possibility to transfer the results of 
the pilots to policy making process and to meet training suppliers and VET providers. 

 

 

2. Tools for workshops 
In order to facilitate the preparation of the meetings and the management of the workshops, a 
set of relevant tools has been prepared, collected, compressed and uploaded 
(WP7_DLV7.4_Annex#1_National Workshop tools.zip) on Dropbox to be used by partners.  

This toolset contains: 

• The project brochure 
• The multilingual project summary 
• A brochure on the eCF 3.0 (first version) 
• A template for workshop reporting 
• A sample PPT presentation to manage a workshop 
• A document with practical suggestions on how to manage a workshop 
• An example from the first workshop, organised by Politecnico di Milano 
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3. First set of workshops 
3.1 First Italian workshop with enterprise trainees 

3.1.1 General information 

Date 31 May 2017 

Organised by CEFRIEL (Armando Beffani and Raoul Brenna) 

Venue ITALTEL S.p.A. 

Target audience Security Specialist, Security Manager, IT staff 

Document delivered 
to attendants 

 

• Project brochure 
• Project text Summary 
• Project slides presentation  
• eCF 3.0 brochure 
• Printed survey/questions list 

 

Issues presented by 
workshop leader 

• The eCF framework and the eCF council project.  
• The educational paths oriented to the “information 

security management” competency” according the eCF 
framework 

• Survey about students consciousness about eCF 3.0 
and about training competence based 

 

3.1.2 Minutes 

• 15 people attended the workshop: employees of Italtel S.p.A. who followed the 
project course in Information Security Management. 

• During the meeting, CEFRIEL explained to attendants the meaning of “competence 
frameworks”-and in particular the eCF framework-with regards to ICT competences. 

• CEFRIEL presented the the eCF Council project and also what can be considered 
new in the eCF Council project approach. 

• CEFRIEL explained the organisation of the course, the Leaning Units and the 
knowledge and skill requested for an Information security manager course. 

• CEFRIEL presented the training platform, where some initial contents were uploaded 
and asked a feedback regarding the design and organisation of the platform. 

• After the presentation, the participants filled a questionnaire about the specific 
competence needs linked to their roles and about the importance of VET. 

Survey results are attached in annex n. 2 at the end of this document 
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3.2 Second Italian meeting with Politecnico di Milano ICT students 

3.2.1 General information 

Date 1 June 2017 

Organised by FPM (Paolo Vercesi, Alberto Salioni, Lorenza Leita) 

Venue Politecnico di Milano 

Target audience  ICT engineering students 

Document delivered 
to attendants 

 

• Project brochure 
• Project text Summary 
• Project slides presentation  
• eCF 3.0 brochure 
• Web  survey by EUSurvey 
• Printed survey questions list 
• eSkillMatch project brochure 

 
Issues presented by 
workshop leader 

• Survey about students consciousness about eCF 3.0 
and about training competence based 

• Opinion about training relevance, needs and 
preferences for each ecompetences 

• Opinion about training relevance, needs and 
preferences for each LUs in the first set of 6 
ecompetences 

 

3.2.2 Minutes 

• 200 people attended the workshop, all students form the ICT engineering School at 
Politecnico di Milano During the meeting, CEFRIEL explained to attendants the 
meaning of “competence frameworks” -and in particular the eCF framework- with 
regards to ICT competences. 

• During the first part of the meeting, FPM informed the attendants about the 
significance of competence frameworks and how they can help them completing their 
training and connecting to job market  

• Then the eCF Council coordinator spent some time to explain what can be 
considered new in the eCF Alliance project approach, based on competence and 
which LUs were already developed so far. 

• A survey about the importance of VET and of the 6 selected e-competences has 
been submitted by means of a web-survey via EUSurvey (see chapter 3.2.3) 
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Below some pictures of Paolo Vercesi, Alberto Salioni and Lorenza Leita during their speeches 
to attendants: 

 

 
  

3.2.3 Survey 

During the event, a survey about the importance of VET and of the 6 selected e-competences 
was submitted to participants by means of a web-survey via EUSurvey. A The whole text is 
available on DB and a template as deliverable DLV7.4 annex. 
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26 people competed the survey. Full results can be found in Annex n. 1 at the end of this 
document. 

Overall, the majority of the respondents did not have previous knowledge or experience with 
the eCF 3.0 system. However, they were able to evaluate the importance of each e-competence 
for their profile and identify the best way(s) to acquire them: mostly scholar training and end to 
operative experiences. 

 

3.3 Third Italian meeting with HR and Unions’ VET responsibles 

3.3.1 General information 

Date 9 October 2017 

Organised by FPM (Paolo Vercesi, Lorenza Leita, Rocco Defina, Federica Cirilli, 
Massimiliano Lepratti) 

Venue Fondazione Politecnico di Milano 

Target audience  VET providers and entreprise training responsables 

Document delivered 
to attendants 

 

• Project brochure 
• Project text Summary 
• eCF 3.0 brochure 
• Printed survey questions list 

 

Issues presented by 
workshop leader 

• Survey about consciousness of the eCF 3.0 and about 
training competence based 

• Opinion about training relevance, needs and 
preferences for each ecompetences 

• Opinion about training relevance, needs and 
preferences for each LUs in the first set of 6 
ecompetences 

 

3.3.2 Meeting minutes 

• 22 people attended the workshop, 8 of which are partners in the project. All the 
attendants from the enterprises union representation are responsible about VET in 
their organisations.  

• During the first part of the meeting, FPM informed the attendants about the 
significance of competence frameworks and how they can help them completing their 
training and connecting to job market 
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• Then the eCF Council coordinator spent some time to explain what can be considered 
new in the eCF Alliance project approach, based on competence and which LUs were 
already developed so far. 

Participants’ signatures can be found below/ 

 

Below are some pictures of attendants assessing the relevance of the project’s Learning Units. 
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3.4 Spanish meeting with HR and Unions’ VET responsibles 

3.4.1 General information 

Date 14 November 2017 

Organised by 
UAH (Luis Fernández Sanz, Comunidad de Madrid (Javier 
Rodríguez Pascua ) and CCOO Servicios (Belén López 
Martínez,Almudena Muñoz Velamazán)  

Venue Centro de Referencia Nacional en las Áreas Profesionales de 
Desarrollo y de Comunicaciones de la Familia Profesional de 
Informática y Comunicaciones 

Target audience  National Reference Center in the Professional Development and 
Communications Areas of the Professional Family of Computing 
and Communications 

Document delivered 
to attendants 

 

• Project brochure 
• Project text Summary 
• Project slides presentation 
• eCF 3.0 brochure 
• Printed survey questions list 
• Agenda 
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Issues presented by 
workshop leader 

• The competency frameworks in the Spanish ICT sector 
• The new competency frameworks: the European e-

Competence Framework (e-CF) and the new European 
labor classification (ESCO) 

• Explanation of the project "e-CF Council" 
• Professionalism in the ICT sector: Needs, competences 

and certifications 
 

3.4.2 Meeting minutes 

The meeting was attended by 80 people: professionals of the sector (employees and 
unemployed), students of the sector, companies of the sector, universities, centers and training 
entities; as well as public bodies specialized in training. 

In the first place, an explanation was given on the competency frameworks in Spain and 
specifically in the ICT sector, by representatives of the National Institute of Qualifications and 
the European University of Madrid. 

The Spanish partners of the eCF Council project were responsible for explaining the new 
European competency frameworks (e-CF and ESCO) and the e-CF Council project: their 
objectives, participants, actions, focusing on showing the B3Testing competition, their 
occupation profile, learning path and the development of the pilot course. 

Subsequently, a round table was held led by one of the partners in which the needs, 
competencies and certifications were discussed in the IT sector in which Social Agents, 
companies and any person of the attendees participated, enriching the content of the day. 

At the end of the presentation, the participants filled out a questionnaire to: 

• Evaluate the organisation of the day 
• Indicate their knowledge about European competency frameworks and sectoral 

alliances on competences 
• Give an opinion on the realization of courses, such as those developed in the e-CF 

Council project, for the acquisition of the competences of standard EN16234 and 
ESCO 
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• Evaluate their interest in the 15 competences selected by the e-CF Council. 

The activities that have been carried out, in order to 
spread the word about the workshop and achieve 
the highest participation rate, have been the 
following:  

1) Creation of a web space with workshop 
information. On the website of Comunidad 
de Madrid a space with information about 
the workshop and the link to the registration 
form has been created. 

2) Mailings sent by CCOO Servicios to ICT 
professionals  

3) Mailings sent by Comunidad de Madrid to 
different organizations (120 personalized 
mails) such as: National Institute of 
Qualifications, State Employment Service, 
Training Centers of the Community of 
Madrid, etc 

4) Dissemination thought the websites of all 
participating entities.  
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5) Social media (Twitter, Facebook y LinkedIn) 
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6)Newsletters (CCOO Servicios) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.3 Survey 

In total, 48 answers have been collected 
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How did you find out about this event? 

 

It can be observed that the largest number of attendees knew about the event by Friends 
/Contacts (45.83%), others by another option (37.5%), E-mail (10.42%), the website of the 
event attracted 4.17% of the attendees and social networks  (2.08%). 

Of the 48 forms, the 18 that were informed by another option specified: Informed by teacher 
(4), Training center (5),  Informed by the company (4), CCOO (2), Ministry of Economy, 
Employment and Finance (2), CFTIC employee (1) 

What are your main reasons to attend?

 

It can be seen that the largest number of attendees (31.65%) had the main interest / 
professional need for their work, after which the attendees indicate as reasons 

0,00
10,00
20,00
30,00
40,00
50,00

10,42 4,17 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,08 0,00

45,83 37,50

0,00

¿Cómo se ha enterado de este evento? (marque 
todo lo aplicable)

0,00
5,00

10,00
15,00
20,00
25,00
30,00
35,00

25,32 26,58 31,65

1,27
13,92

1,27 0,00

¿Cuáles son sus motivos principales para asistir? 
(marque todo lo aplicable)
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Increase knowledge (26.58%) and Interest in the subject (25.32). %), as the last 
notable data (13.92%) represented their organization. 

Please rate the following aspects about the event

 

For the evaluation of this question, an average was made between the sum of all 
answers and the number of responses in each category, with 1 being the minimum 
value and 5 the maximum value we can draw the following conclusions: 

Of the 9 aspects to be assessed, 6 of them are above 4, while Hours and duration, 
previous information on the event and Documentation delivered are the aspects that 
receive the worst score of the event. Even so, it can be deduced that the event was 
positive since all aspects exceed 3. 

4,29

3,69

4,56

3,68

4,32 4,32

3,63

4,50
4,28

0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

3,50

4,00

4,50

5,00

Por favor, valore los siguientes aspectos sobre el evento (1 
"pobre" y 5 "excelente")
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Please rate the quality of the event's agenda

 

For the evaluation of this question, an average was made between the sum of all 
answers and the number of responses in each category, with 1 being the minimum 
value and 5 the maximum value we can draw the following conclusions: 

Of the 6 panels, 4 of them are given a score above the 4 while Panel "Frame of 
competencies in the Spanish ICT sector" and Presentation of the eCF Council project 
are the panels that receive the worst score of the event. Even so, it can be deduced 
that the panels were positive since they all exceed 3: 

1. Round table on professionalism in the ICT sector (4,21 / 5) 
2. Interest / overall quality of the speakers (4.09 / 5) 
3. "New competency frameworks: e-CF and ESCO" (4.07 / 5) 
4. Interest / overall quality of interventions (4.02 / 5) 
5. Panel "Competence frameworks in the Spanish ICT sector" (3,73 / 5) 

6. Presentation of the eCF Council project (3.72 / 5) 

 

 

 

4,02
4,09

3,73

4,07

3,72

4,21

3,40
3,50
3,60
3,70
3,80
3,90
4,00
4,10
4,20
4,30

Interés/calidad
general de las
intervenciones

Interés/calidad
general de los

ponentes

Panel "Marcos
de

competencias
en el sector TIC

español"

"Nuevos marcos
de

competencias:
e-CF y ESCO"

Presentación del
proyecto eCF

Council

Mesa redonda
sobre la

profesionalidad
en el sector TIC

Por favor, puntúe la calidad de la agenda del evento (1 
"pobre" y 5 "excelente")
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3.4.4 Presentation - Testing Pilot Course (by CCOO) 

Three partners cooperated in the organisation of the presentation. 

UAH was in charge of: 

• Designing the course, developing the learning units and uploading the course on the 
platform 

• Announcing the course: Actively participating in recruiting ICT professionals  
• Taking part in face to face sessions. 
 

DG “Formacion Comunidad de Madrid” was in charge of: 

• Announcing the course: By designing the registration form and actively participating in 
recruiting ICT professionals  

• Providing the place for face to face sessions and test sessions 
• Participating in face to face sessions 

CCOO Servicios was in charge of: 

• Hiring tutors and consultants: Both tutors and consultants developed online sessions and 
face to face sessions, corrected exercises and final exams, provided support on doubts 
and questions, monitored, and assessed students. 

• Announcing the course: Actively participating in recruiting ICT professionals 
• Participate in face to face sessions. 

 

 
Main characteristics 
of the course 

 

 
• The aim is to achieve competence B.3. Software Testing  
• Aimed at IT professionals with basic knowledge of 

software development. 
• Started : 31 October 2017  
• Finished:22 December 2017 (first edition), 18 January 

2018 (extended edition) 

 

 

The teaching team decided to do an extended edition, at some students’ request.Only students 
who completed a relevant part of the course were invited to this extended edition (people who 
have passed 3 LU). 
 
We proposed two test session to do the final exam in order to get the certification.Those who 
passed the course achieved a double certification, the Certificate of Completion of the eCF 
Alliance project as well as a long-life learning extension course certificate issued by University 
of Alcalá. 
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3.4.4.1 Participants 

The three Spanish partners were involved in the recruitment of the ITC professionals. They 
recruited students from University of Alcalá, students from the Training Centre of Comunidad 
de Madrid and workers affiliated with Servicios CCOO. 

The three Spanish partners made extensive communication around the course, e.g. CCOO 
Servicios, used differentchannels: e-mails to workers in the ITC sector, announcementson their 
website, social networks (Twitter, Facebook) and their weekly newsletter. 

As a result, 91 people registered and were invited to the first face to face session (31 October), 
in which we made a general introduction to the eCF Council project, the course and its 
evaluation and organisation. 45 people actually attended this session. 

In our opinion, many people decided not join the course, because attendance was mandatory 
andthey had other commitments.  

As regards to the evolution of participation, we have the following data: 

• 35 people started the course 
• 25 participants completed the course: 17 participants completed it by 22 December 

and 8 by 18January. 
• 20 participants passed the final assessment: 14 on the first date and 6 on the second. 

In our view, the main reasons of drop out were: 

• In some participants’ opinion the course was too short 
• Some participants had problems in coordinating the course with their jobs 
• The fact that all the material was in English (all the contents, exercises and the 

exam). 
 

3.4.4.2 Learning Path 

The course consistedof 5 LUs and was organised in six virtual sessions and six face to face 
sessions:  

We dedicated the virtual sessions and face to face sessions to explaining the objectives of the 
units, adding clarifications on how do we evaluate the course, explanations about theexercises 
(sample exercises and their solution) and questionnaires included in the units. Students asked 
about the evaluation, the exercises and the organisation of the course and practical 
information.Virtual sessions were recorded and subsequently uploaded on the forum of the 
course. 

Four out of six face to face sessions were dedicated to presenting the course and to the final 
exam to get the certification. 

Online tutoring was provide along the course, to give support on doubts and questions, 
monitoring and giving information of the course. 

Each learning unit consisted in: 
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• Initial and final self-assessment on the learning outcomes: test before and after 
thelearning units are taken about their knowledge about the learning outcomes 

• Contents in pdf and videos 
• Forum about the learning unit: communication channel for students and for 

questions about the learning unit to contact with the teacher. 
• Self-assessments: consist in questions on each section of the learning unit 
• Exercises and short evaluation exercises: tasks to demonstrate the knowledge 

learnt in each LUs. 
• Final evaluation test learning: task to demonstrate the knowledge learnt in all the 

LU. 

3.4.4.3 Course satisfaction 

The 20 students who passed the final test filled in a satisfaction questionnaire, giving their 
opinion about the following issues: 

• Organisation : the course is well organised (information, respect times and dates 
and and material):100% fully agree and agree 

• Contents and methodology (the contents are consistent to their training 
needs):95% fully agree and agree 

• Suitable combination of theory and practice: 80% fully agree and agree 
• Duration (enough according to goals and contents):85% fully agree and agree 
• Online tutoring (has effectively supporting learning): 100% fully agree and agree 
• Face to face session (has been useful as complement to online course):90% fully 

agree and agree 
• Online sessions (webinars) (has been useful as complement to online course):95% 

fully agree and agree 
• Certification (the course leads to a certification that recognize their qualification) 

95% fully agree and agree 
• Achievement of: 

o new skills (to put into practice in the workplace):100% 
o knowledge (to progress in their professional career):100% 
o Improve labour expectations: 100% 
o Sustainability and future : 

 attend more training courses (on other e-competences):95% 
 pay to attend more training courses (in other e-competences):75% 

As you can see, all the subjects/issues were evaluated very positively, the organisation, the 
methodology and the learning units development, even the items regarding to sustainability and 
future. 

Nevertheless, we would like to point out that students would have preferred a longer course 
which included a more practical and less theoretical parts.  
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4. Second set of workshops 
The second set of workshops is aimed to investigate the possibility to transfer the results of 
the pilots to policy making process and to meet training suppliers and VET providers and is 
going to be carried out throughout 2018. 

4.1 Action plan in Bulgaria 

Provided by: NAVET 

Activity Month Venue Information 
    

1. National Workshop 15.03.2018 NAVET Center for vocational training which 
provide IT trainings 

2. Publication on NAVET 
website 

February-
March 2018 

 Information about project and 
project platform 

3. Publication on NAVET 
facebook page 

February-
March 2018 

 Information about project and 
project platform 

4. Second National 
Workshop  

21 April Pravets Presentation dedicated to the VET 
in ICT sector – opportunities for 
professional development, in 
cooperation with BASSCOM and 
ESI 

5. Expert Committee on 
ICT  

May-June 
2018 

NAVET Information about project and 
project platform, future policy steps 

6. Meeting with IT 
external experts to  
NAVET  

April 2018 NAVET Information about project and 
project platform, collecting feedback 
on platform, etc. 

7. Information Day of 
NAVET 

To be 
confirmed 

NAVET Information about project and 
project platform 

8. Meeting in CVT TEZA 
(LIREX) 

To be 
confirmed 

NAVET Information about project and 
project platform 

9. Assessment of the 
platform by renowned 
specialist 

To be 
confirmed 

NAVET Assessment of the platform – 
benefits, future ideas for 
implementation 

10. Presentation of EcF 
project in Managing 
Board of NAVET 

June 2018 NAVET Information about project and 
project platform, future policy steps 
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11. Face to face meeting March – April 
2018 

NAVET Assessment of the EcF platform by 
IT expert from Telerik Academy 

 

Benefits of applying the project outputs at the national level: 

• The training programme developed by the consortium is available for all 
licensed VET Centres which organize ICT courses for “ Programmer”, “ 
System Programmer” and “Applied Programmer” 

• The learning content is appropriate for trainings and for upskilling ICT 
professionals 

• ICT professionals in Bulgaria get free access to certified services, which can 
be used and acknowledged in the 5 countries covered by the project. 

 

4.2 Action plan in Italy 

Provided by: FIOM 

Activity Month Venue Information 
    

1. Regional 
Workshop 

Sep – Oct 2018 Fondazione 
Politecnico  
Milan (to be 
confirmed)  

The Trade Unions will discuss on 
the relation between automation of 
the productive process- gap of the 
workers and orientation of the 
training paths. 
The output and outcomes of the 
project will be presented during the 
session. 
The workshop will be organized as 
a major session of a Final project 
Conference provided by 
Fondazione Politecnico 

2. Regional 
Conference 
FIOM 

12, 13 
November 2018 

Conference 
center in Milan or 
Bergamo or 
Brescia 

The result of eCF project will be 
presented and discussed during the 
general regional conference of the 
organization.  

3. Publication 
on FIOM 
website 

April  2018  Information about project and 
project platform 
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4.3 Action plan in The Netherlands 

Provided by: CIONET 
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4.4 Bulgarian National Workshop 

On April21th experts from BASSCOM and NAVET presented the e-CF Alliance project and 
E-competence framework to ICT professionals in Pravets, Bulgaria. 

During the workshopNAVET’s experts presented E-Competence Framework and its 
implementation via e-CF project. NAVET experts talked about the state educational 
standards of professions and how their content affects curriculums in order to be achieved 
the required learning outcomes. 

They presented good examples of partnership between NAVET and BASSCOM, in particular 
the development of the state educational standard for the profession “Application 
programmer”which main building blocks (units of learning outcomes) were highly 
appreciated by the participants because of their labor market relevance. 

The learning units based on E-competence Framework reflect the levels and types of skills 
that sufficiently correspond to identified skills gaps and mismatches in the labor market. 

VET lead to specific professional opportunities but IT sector is so dynamic and not all 
available job positions have learning pathway equivalent in formal education system. 

NAVET’s expert presented also data about the number of students, trained in ICT 
qualifications in last 3 years, which shows growing interest for this sector. The participants 
understood more about opportunities to add new profession in the List of professions for 
vocational education and training and asked for the support for implementation of modern 
ICT qualifications. In discussion panel was explained who and how can use Open 
educational resources, such as e-CF platform, to make more attractive educational 
approach. 

The second national workshop was very useful both for the business and public institutions. 
With eCF Alliance project was achieved a better cooperation between them. 
 

Below some of the slides presented at the meeting and some pictures from the venue. 
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4.5 Fourth Italian National Workshop 

Date 20thSeptember 2018 

Organised by FPM and Cefriel 

Venue Cefriel Headquarters 
Viale Sarca, 226 - 20126 Milano (Italy) 

Target audience ICT sector, policy makers and VET experts 

Document delivered to 
attendants 

• Project brochure 
• 2018 e-competences National survey  
• eCF 3.0 brochure 
• Survey questionnaire 

Issues presented by 
workshop leader see Agenda 

 
On September 20th, 2018 Cefriel hosted an expertmeeting to discuss the results of eCF Council 
Project and their relevance for the Italian context. Also, experts considered which elements 
need further elaborationto turn e-competences-based VET training into practice. Moreover, 
they addressed the future sustainability of this training approach. 

The event had been advertised on FPM Facebook page and FPM website event page at the 
following link:www.fondazionepolitecnico.it/it/eventi/eventi-suggeriti. 

 

Experts from different sectors attended the event and the resulting discussion was unanimously 
considered quite substantial.  

http://www.fondazionepolitecnico.it/it/eventi/eventi-suggeriti
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4.5.1 General Information 

Below is the agenda, the presentation of the event, and the attendance sheet. 

Workshop Agenda 

Italian National Workshop 

Milano, 20 Settembre 2018 - Cefriel - Viale Sarca 226 - 20126 Milano  

Il ruolo delle competenze digitali nel futuro della formazione continua 

***AGENDA*** 

14:15-14:45  Welcome coffee e registrazione 
14:45-15:00  Video apertura incontro  

(Prof. A. Fuggetta- Cefriel) 
15:00-15:15  Il progetto eCF Council 

(Paolo Vercesi - FPM) 
15:15-15:45  Squilibrio. Il labirinto della crescita e dello sviluppo 

(Roberto Romano - Està) 
15:45-16:15  Osservatorio delle Competenze Digitali 

(Rino Cannizzaro -  Consigliere e Responsabile Gruppo HR Assintel) 
 

16:15-17:15  Tavola Rotonda - Modera Massimiliano Lepratti (Està) 

Competenze digitali: la dimensione sociale, culturale, tecnica e di mercato 
● Alessandra Ceccherelli - Indire Unità Epale  
● Giacomo Ius - Responsabile Progettazione di AFOL Metropolitana 
● Lorenza Leita - Area Formazione, Competenze e Responsabilità sociale, Fondazione 

Politecnico di Milano 
● Fabio Massimo - Presidente CNA ICT 
● Prof. Giuseppe Mastronardi - Presidente AICA 
● Alessandro Pagano - Segretario Generale della Fiom Cgil Lombardia 
● Savino Tesoro - Alenia Aermacchi (Leonardo Aircraft Division) 

 
 

 
Below the translation in English of the original Italian version of the agenda  
 

Italian National Workshop 

Milan, 20 September 2018 - Cefriel - Viale Sarca 226 - 20126 Milan 

The role of digital competences in the future of training and lifelong learning.  

WORKSHOP AGENDA 

14:15-14:45  Welcome coffee and registration 
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14:45-15:00  Opening 
(Prof. A. Fuggetta– Cefriel CEO) 

15:00-15:15  eCF Council Project 
(Paolo Vercesi – FPM, eCF Project Coordinator) 

15:15-15:45  Disequilibrium. The winding path towards growth and development 
(Roberto Romano - EStà) 

15:45-16:15  Digital Competences Observatory – 2018 Report Summary 
(Rino Cannizzaro – AssintelHR Responsible and Advisor) 

 

16:15-17:15  Roundtable–Chairperson: Massimiliano Lepratti (EStà) 

Digital Competences:The social, cultural, technical and market dimensions 
● Alessandra Ceccherelli (Indire –Epale) 
● Giacomo Ius (Metropolitan Agency for Training, Career counselling, and Labour 

Responsible) 
● Lorenza Leita (Training, Competences, and Social Responsibility Unit -Fondazione 

Politecnico di Milano) 
● Fabio Massimo (CNA ICT CEO) 
● Prof. Giuseppe Mastronardi (AICAPresident) 
● Alessandro Pagano (FIOM CGIL Lombardia General Secretary) 
● Savino Tesoro (Alenia Aermacchi - Leonardo Aircraft Division) 

 

Workshop presentation 

The role of digital competences in the future of training and lifelong learning: The social, 
cultural, technical, and market dimensions 

Following the digitalisation of production processes, social organizations and companies are 
undergoing major changes. At the same time, employees have also developed a greater 
awareness of the need of continuous training to keep up with the pace of these transformations. 

Aseconomic sustainability and social impact are demanded from non-profit organizations and 
companies respectively, a greater range of emerging professions present unconventional 
interactions ofcompetences. In this context, digital technologies are no longer just for ICT 
specialists. Theyhave become crucial for the profession and in social life at large, 
consideringthe today unavoidableinteraction between men and the machines. 

The era of specialized training with fixed professional competences has gone. We have stepped 
into an era ofcontinuous and rapid changes requiring innovative skills, on the part of both 
employers and the employees. Production is going to be enhanced by the increase of digital 
content in all-pervasive technologies, artificial intelligence, machine-machine and human-
machine interactions. This, of course, also raises the issue of safety of the physical persons 
and their digital identity. 

How should training change accordingly, especially continuous training, to catch up with 
thesechanges? Do we have to start from a profile and acquire the related skills?Or is it better 
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toturn the process upside-down and generate profiles by starting fromskills? Also, how can one 
assess skills after a training? And what about those skills acquired throughexperience or in 
non-formal contexts? Nonetheless, is it possible to find a common way to assess them? 

Partnerships are crucial to rethink possible models, methodologies, and tools for continuous 
training, one that goes beyond traditional formal learning paths and capable of valuing 
experience. 

Workshop Attendance Sheet 

 

Organizations prepared a survey to gather the feelings of participants about the workshop utility 
and the availability of stakeholders to make eCF Council approach sustainable in the future. 
Results are reported in the following annex 5.3. 

 

4.5.2 Meeting Minutes 

In his opening greeting video, ProfessorAlfonso Fuggetta (Cefriel CEO) set the tone of the 
workshop: how to keep being competitive in the Digital Revolution era that challenges any 
established idea from the past? In doing so, he also recalled the social dimension of labour as 
an intangible value that cannot be left behind. 
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Professor Alfonso Fuggetta opened the eCF Italian National Workshop with a greeting video.  

 

In this regard, Fabio Giani (Cefriel CE)emphasized the relevance of the Italianmetalworking 
collective labour agreement recently signed among the parties as it includes 24 hours of 
training. This win-win situation not only aims at providing companies with trained human 
resources,but also ensuring a continuous growth of the single labourer in the working 
environment, eventually leading to better employability. 

Added to this, Sara Grilli (Cefriel) stressed the importance of the shift from a profile-based toa 
competence-based approach in vocational education and training as supported by eCF Council 
Project and integrated in Cefriel courses. 

Paolo Vercesi (FPM, Project Manager eCF)highlighted thisfeature and valuedeCF Council 
Project experience as a response to the concrete need of designing training paths by starting 
from competences rather than professional profiles. In fact, eCF Council Project had been the 
occasion to implement 15 courseson 15 eCF 3.0 e-competences, each one with specific 
modules and learning units. This kind of approach presents a number of advantages. For the 
labourers, it enables them to customize and upgrade their occupational profile based on the 
competences needed by shifting working conditions and the labour market 
demands.Nevertheless, a competence-based training model also favours the ICT profiles 
digital single market. 
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Fabio Giani (left) and Sara Grilli (center) from Cefriel, and Paolo Vercesi (right) from Fondazione 
Politecnico di Milano and eCF Council Project Coordinator introduced the workshop activities. 

 

Further elaborating on the key topic, Paolo Vercesi also dispelled the myth thatalonger period 
of training results in a higher professional or occupational level.Once assumed as an 
undeniable truth, this correlationis proven no longer valid.As the assumption that AI reduces 
the number of working positions is not supported by any data. What studies reveal is that AI in 
a working environment can only help with specific tasks, and that companies and sectors that 
have invested in ICT actually record an increased number of employees. 

The event continued with two remarkablespeeches. First, Roberto Romano (EStà) presented 
the results of his studies revealing disequilibrium as a constitutive aspect of our socio-economic 
system and a key driver for growth and development.This aspect is not secondary for vocational 
education and training as the process of knowledge buildingreflects the inherentcondition of the 
system. Therefore, the idea of lifelong learning assumes a crucial positionin this continuously 
shifting context. 

Later,Rino Cannizzaro (Assintel HR Responsible and Advisor) presented the results of the 
National Digital Competences Observatory for the year 2018. This report aimed to show the 
gap of digital competences in all productive sectors, not just in ICT.Based on the analysis of 
job vacancies on the web, the study reveals that training is not able to bridge the gap of digital 
skill demand for different local and global reasons. The average national Digital Skill Rate (DSR) 
amounts to 20% in the country, but it varies significantly for different areas and sectors. The 
study was also extended to transversal competences and highlighted an explicit demand of soft 
skills such as team working, flexibility, and problem solving. 
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Paolo Romano (EStà) introduced “disequilibrium” as the central idea in the socio-economic framework 
of our times. 

 

 
Rino Cannizzaro (Assintel) presented the results of the National Digital Observatory 2018 report. 

 

A panel on the social, cultural, technical and market dimensions of digital competences 
concluded the event. The chairperson Massimiliano Lepratti (Està)led the discussion amongst 
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a group of experts representing the complex mosaic of stakeholders concerned with digital 
skills(see the Meeting Agenda above for the full list of panellists). 

Alessandra Ceccherelli (INDIRE - National Institute for Documentation, Innovation and 
Educational Research; EPALE Unit - Electronic Platform for Adult Learning in Europe) opened 
up the debate by addressing the impact of digital competences on training. She said school 
experience definitelyenables to develop some digital competences. However, school managers 
are not fully aware of the training demand on digital competences. This adds to the underlying 
misunderstanding that, for many, digital competences only refer to the use of a laptop. Despite 
this critical situation, the trend is positive. For some sectors, like adult education for instance, 
assessment questionnaires show many interviewees improved their digital competences. To 
use digital as a tool rather than a goal can prove quite successful in this regard. Platforms such 
as EPALE or eTwinning that vehicle their contents through digital channels also indirectly 
provide an improvement in digital competences for their end-users in a reasonably short time. 
This approach is also strategic to overcome the limits of bureaucracy and policies in promptly 
drafting effective actions to support the training on digital competences. 

Giacomo Ius (AFOL Metropolitana Responsible - Metropolitan Agency for Training, Career 
counselling, and Labour)refers about the framework of the actual law concerning lifelong 
learning and the potential activities than could be offered by Training Agency. 

Lorenza Leita (FPM - Fondazione Politecnico di Milano; Training, Competences, and Social 
Responsibility Unit) talked about the complex and crucial issue of competence-based training. 
Unlike profile-based approaches, training models based on competences have few precedents 
in the past, not to say any. Even so, in her opinion, it is an attempt worth trying. Looking at the 
actual context, competences could play a central role between vocational education and 
training and the labour market. However,to focus only on learning outcomes and objectives 
defined at the drawing board would be extremely misleading.She thinks the learning process 
should be under the spotlight instead. This different lens would enable to value a trainee 
experience and better respond to matters of competence assessment and validation. 

Professor Giuseppe Mastronardi (AICA President - Italian Association for Informatics and 
Automatic Calculation) dealt with digital skills standardization. Considering the continuously 
changing conditions and demands of the labour market, he thinks that defining fixed standards 
is quite problematic. Beyond that, he said a more competitive training would also be the 
optimum basis to support the growth and development of companies. 

Fabio Massimo (CNA ICT CEO) discussed the importance of digital training for SMEs. 
Unfortunately, he reported that SME entrepreneurs do not consider digital training as a priority. 
In his opinion, the national case of the confrontation between Uber and the taxi driver 
association is revealing in this sense. He thinks the underlying issue is that,today, 
entrepreneurs cannot be just self-trained since socio-economic changes are too rapid. 

Alessandro Pagano (FIOM CGIL Lombardia General Secretary) covered the topic of the 
intangible value of labour. He recalled that, in the Italian Constitution, the articles 35, 36, and 
37 establishes the principles of continuous training, retribution, and association respectively. 
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According to him, this order does not come randomly and reflects the intention of the legislators 
to set continuous training as a basis for social justice. 

Finally, Savino Tesoro (Alenia Aermacchi - Leonardo Aircraft Division) addressed the issue of 
digital competences and training in a working environment. If the Digital Revolution at first 
affected only indirectly professions with a lower qualification, today this is no longer the case. 
Training on digital competences has become therefore crucial in working contexts. About it, he 
stressed the value of formation rather than training/learning methods per se. Even non-formal 
training-on-the job is vital in this regard. However, the lack of validation tools forsuch non-formal 
experiences is a limit to overcome. 

 
A panel of experts representing the different stakeholders concerned with digital skills concluded the 
event. From left to right, Giacomo Ius (AFOL Metropolitana), Alessandra Ceccherelli (INDIRE - EPALE), 
Massimiliano Lepratti (EStà, chairperson), Lorenza Leita (FPM), Alessandro Pagano (FIOM CGIL 
Lombardia), Savino Tesoro (Alenia Aermacchi - Leonardo Aircraft Division), and Professor Giuseppe 
Mastronardi (AICA). 

 

A final open discussion revolved around the topic of competence validation and certification 
that emerged as a central issue from the panel session.Experts agreed on the urgency to 
develop strategies and tools serving this purpose. Matters of employability and career 
advancement, for instance, depend on this core question. Yet, workshop attendants also 
acknowledged the complexity of this problem deriving from different ways of understanding 
competences, training and validation frameworks, and the perspectives of the concerned 
stakeholders.  
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5. Annexes: Surveys Results 
 

5.1 ANNEX 1 – Survey form second Italian workshop with ICT Polimi 
students 

Are you familiar with the eCF 3.0 system? 

  Answers Ratio 

Yes  8 30.77% 

No  18 69.23% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

Did you ever experienced a training on a set of competences basis? 

  Answers Ratio 

Yes  5 19.23% 

No  21 80.77% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.9 Innovating 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

VERY   RELEVANT  13 50% 
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DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: E.8 Information Security Management 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  4 15.38% 

RATHER RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

VERY   RELEVANT  9 34.62% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.5 Architecture Design 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  7 26.92% 

RATHER RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

VERY   RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

DON’T KNOW  2 7.69% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.1 IS and Business Strategy Alignment 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  4 15.38% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  3 11.54% 

RATHER RELEVANT  11 42.31% 

VERY   RELEVANT  7 26.92% 

DON’T KNOW  1 3.85% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: B.1 Application Development 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  3 11.54% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  2 7.69% 

RATHER RELEVANT  9 34.62% 

VERY   RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: B.6 Systems Engineering 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  1 3.85% 

RATHER RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

VERY   RELEVANT  10 38.46% 

DON’T KNOW  3 11.54% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: D.1 Information Security Strategy Development 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

RATHER RELEVANT  7 26.92% 

VERY   RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

DON’T KNOW  2 7.69% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: C.4 Problem Management 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  1 3.85% 

RATHER RELEVANT  9 34.62% 

VERY   RELEVANT  16 61.54% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.6 Application Design 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  10 38.46% 

RATHER RELEVANT  10 38.46% 

VERY   RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: D.2 ICT Quality Strategy Development 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  2 7.69% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

RATHER RELEVANT  10 38.46% 

VERY   RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

DON’T KNOW  1 3.85% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: B.3 Testing 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

RATHER RELEVANT  11 42.31% 

VERY   RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: E.6 ICT Quality Management 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

RATHER RELEVANT  12 46.15% 

VERY   RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.3 Business Plan Development 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  3 11.54% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  9 34.62% 

RATHER RELEVANT  10 38.46% 

VERY   RELEVANT  4 15.38% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: A.7 Technology Trend Monitoring 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  2 7.69% 

RATHER RELEVANT  15 57.69% 

VERY   RELEVANT  8 30.77% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 

 

 

According to your experience and your needs, how would you rate the set of competences 
listed below?: B.2 Component integration 

  Answers Ratio 

VERY IRRELEVANT  0 0% 

RATHER IRRELEVANT  1 3.85% 

NEITHER IRRELEVANT NOR RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

RATHER RELEVANT  15 57.69% 

VERY   RELEVANT  5 19.23% 

DON’T KNOW  0 0% 

No Answer  0 0% 
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Based on your experience, to reach a satisfing level of competence, which training 
paths are mandatory? (multiple choiche admitted)                                
            TESTING : Fundamentals of Testing 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  11 42.31% 

I will need to make operative experiences  11 42.31% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  4 15.38% 

 

Based on your experience, to reach a satisfing level of competence, which training 
paths are mandatory? (multiple choiche admitted)                               
             TESTING : Testing Throughout the Software 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  19 73.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  5 19.23% 

 

Based on your experience, to reach a satisfing level of competence, which training 
paths are mandatory? (multiple choiche admitted)                                       
     TESTING : Life Cycle Testing Design Techniques 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  9 34.62% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 
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I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  6 23.08% 

 

Based on your experience, to reach a satisfing level of competence, which training 
paths are mandatory? (multiple choiche admitted)                                            
TESTING : Tool Support for Testing 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  12 46.15% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 

No Answer  5 19.23% 

 

Based on your experience, to reach a satisfing level of competence, which training 
paths are mandatory? (multiple choiche admitted)                                       
TESTING : Test Management 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  2 7.69% 

I will need to make operative experiences  15 57.69% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 

No Answer  6 23.08% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Evaluation of the organisational digital maturity 

  Answers Ratio 
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Scholar training is enough  1 3.85% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Fundamentals of security 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  6 23.08% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 11 42.31% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Effects of implementations 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  5 19.23% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 
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IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Enterprise architecture understanding and 
frameworks 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  7 26.92% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  10 38.46% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Business requirements and ICT services 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : New emerging technologies and business impacts 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  5 19.23% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 8 30.77% 

No Answer  10 38.46% 
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IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Feasibility analysis of ICT solutions 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  2 7.69% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  10 38.46% 

 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Sourcing models 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  8 30.77% 

I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  10 38.46% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Analysis of future developments of business, 
customer needs and technology application 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  3 11.54% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 
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No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

IS and Business Strategy Alignment : Business strategy and business models 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  6 23.08% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Application Design : Requirements engineering 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  10 38.46% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  7 26.92% 

 

Application Design : Requirements formalisation 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  10 38.46% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 
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No Answer  7 26.92% 

 

Application Design : Costs and time estimation for application development 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  3 11.54% 

I will need to make operative experiences  14 53.85% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  7 26.92% 

 

Application Design : Object-Oriented analysis and design 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  10 38.46% 

I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  7 26.92% 

 

Application Design : Data modelling techniques 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  11 42.31% 

I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 
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No Answer  6 23.08% 

 

Application Design : User interface design 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  8 30.77% 

I will need to make operative experiences  11 42.31% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Application Design : Application design related to development models 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  5 19.23% 

I will need to make operative experiences  12 46.15% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Application Design : Application integration and innovative technologies 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  2 7.69% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 8 30.77% 
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No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Application Design : Application design process management 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  1 3.85% 

I will need to make operative experiences  14 53.85% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Technology Trend Monitoring : Radical Transparancy and Cooperation 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  11 42.31% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Technology Trend Monitoring : Radical Decentralisation and tech driven change 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  3 11.54% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 
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No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Technology Trend Monitoring : Bits in Atoms - Next Tech 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  3 11.54% 

I will need to make operative experiences  5 19.23% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 11 42.31% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Principles of Quality Management and Process 
Management 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  8 30.77% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Quality Management Models and Standards  (CMM, 
COBIT, ISO, ITIL) 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 
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I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Processes Institutionalization 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  3 11.54% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 5 19.23% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Process and Product Quality Management 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  5 19.23% 

I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Quality Assurance of  Service/Project Management 
Processes 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 
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I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 4 15.38% 

No Answer  12 46.15% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Quality assurance in agile environment (Scrum, 
XP,  Kanban and others) 
  Answers Ratio 
Scholar training is enough  0 0% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 11 42.31% 

No Answer  11 42.31% 

 

ICT Quality Strategy Development : Formulation / adopting of Quality Management 
Strategy for the organization 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  12 46.15% 

 

Information Security Management : Current security scenarios and ISM role 
  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  9 34.62% 
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I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 10 38.46% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Information Security Management : Technological security: attacks and countermeasures 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  8 30.77% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 7 26.92% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Information Security Management : Infosecurity governance and standard 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  7 26.92% 

I will need to make operative experiences  6 23.08% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 8 30.77% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Information Security Management : Application level security 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  6 23.08% 
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I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

 

 

Information Security Management : Vulnerability evaluation in real-world 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  2 7.69% 

I will need to make operative experiences  12 46.15% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 10 38.46% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Information Security Management : Security in new techlologies 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  2 7.69% 

I will need to make operative experiences  9 34.62% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 10 38.46% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 
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Information Security Management : The overall risk and incident management process 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  11 42.31% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Information Security Management : Information security project management 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  8 30.77% 

I will need to make operative experiences  10 38.46% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 3 11.54% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 

 

Information Security Management : Digital identity security 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  6 23.08% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 6 23.08% 

No Answer  8 30.77% 
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Information Security Management : Legal aspects in information security 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  6 23.08% 

I will need to make operative experiences  4 15.38% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 9 34.62% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Information Security Management : Forensics 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  4 15.38% 

I will need to make operative experiences  7 26.92% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 9 34.62% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 

 

Information Security Management : Elements of Information Security Governance and Risk 
planning 

  Answers Ratio 

Scholar training is enough  5 19.23% 

I will need to make operative experiences  8 30.77% 

I would like to enroll a blended (presence+online) 
course 

 8 30.77% 

No Answer  9 34.62% 
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5.2 Annex n. 2 - Trainees survey analysis at Cefriel (also available in 
WP5 - DLV5 pilot) 

Fourteen students who passed the courses filled the questionnaire. None of them was familiar 
with eCF framework and only three tried a competence-based training. The survey confirms 
the relevance of the fifteen selected competences  (A.9 innovating, E.8 Information security 
Management, A.1 IS and Business Strategy Alignment , A.5 Architecture Design, B.1 
Application Development, B.6 System Engineering, D.1 information security Strategy 
development, C.4 Problem Management, A.6 Application Design, D.2 ICT quality strategy 
development, B.3 Testing, E.6 ICT quality Management, A.7 Technology Trend Monitoring, A.3 
Business Plan Development). 

Considering the evaluation of the training methods (formal learning, VET Vocational training, 
on line non formal training and learning on the job), VET Vocational training and learning on 
the job appear to be the best methods for the selected fifteen competences. Only B.3 testing 
seems to be better trained using online non formal training. Otherwise the online non formal 
training is mainly considered the worst training method for the selected competences. 

 The last graphs shows the evaluation of the specific knowledge that eCF suggested for the six 
competences that have been piloting. In general the knowledge of security, threats, cyber 
attacks techniques are considered very important. 
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Formal training (Schools, Universities)

VET Vocational training

Online non-formal training

Learning on the Job

In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

A.5 Architecture Design

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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Formal training (Schools, Universities)

VET Vocational training

Online non-formal training

Learning on the Job

In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

A.1 IS and Business Strategy Alignment

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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Formal training (Schools, Universities)

VET Vocational training

Online non-formal training

Learning on the Job

In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

B.1 Application Development

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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Formal training (Schools, Universities)

VET Vocational training

Online non-formal training

Learning on the Job

In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

B.6 Systems Engineering

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

D.1 Information Security Strategy Development

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

C.4 Problem Management

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

A.6 Application Design

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

D.2 ICT Quality Strategy Development

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

B.3 Testing

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

E.6 ICT Quality Management

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

A.3 Business Plan Development

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

A.7 Technology Trend Monitoring

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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In your opinion which can be the best training (1 = 
best, 4 = worst) to learn listed below competences? 

B.2 Component integration

1 (=best) 2 (=good) 3 (=bad) 4 (=worst)
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

K1 business strategy concepts

K2 trends and implications of ICT
internal or external developments for

typical organizations

K3 the potential and opportunities of
relevant business model

K4 the business aims and organisational
objectives

K5 the issues and implications of
sourcing models

K6 the new emerging technologies (e.g.
distributed systems, virtualisation,

mobility, data sets)

K7 architectural framework

K8 security

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge to 
deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? A.1 
IS and Business Strategy Alignment

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

K1 requirements modelling and need
analysis techniques

K2 software developments methods and
their rationale (e.g. prototyping, agile
methods, reverse engineering, etc.)

K3 metrics related to application
development

K4 user interface design principles

K5 languages for formalising functional
specification

K6 existing applications and related
architecture

K7 DBMS, Data Warehouse, DSS ... etc

K8 mobile technologies

K9 threat modelling techniques

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge to 
deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? A.6 
Application Design

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

K1 emerging technologies and the relevant
market applications

K2 market need

K3 relevant sources of information (e.g.
magazines, conferences and events,
newsletters,opinion leaders, on-line

forum, etc)

K4 the rules of discussions in web
communities

K5 applied research programme
approaches

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge to 
deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? A.7 
Technology Trend Monitoring

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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 0 1 2 3 4 5

K1 appropriate software programs/
module

K2 hardware components, tools and
hardware architectures

K3 functional & technical designing

K4 state of the art technologies

K5 programming languages

K6 Power consumption models of
software and / or hardware

K7 DBMS

K8 operating Systems and software
platforms

K9 Integrated development
environment (IDE)

K10 rapid application development
(RAD)

K11 IPR issue

K12 modeling technology and
language

K13 interface definition languages
(IDL)

K14 security

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge 
to deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? 
B.3 Testing

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

K1 the potential and opportunities of
relevant standards and best practices

K2 the impact of legal requirements on
information security

K3 the information strategy of the
organisation

K4 possible security threats

K5 the mobility strategy

K6 the different service models (SaaS,
PaaS, IaaS) and operational

translations (i.e. Cloud Computing)

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge to 
deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? A.1 
IS and Business Strategy Alignment

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

K1 the organisation’s security 
management policy and its 

implications for engagement with 
customers, suppliers and 

subcontractors

K2 the best practices and standards
in information security

management

K3 the critical risks for information
security managemen

K4 the ICT internal audit approach

K5 security detection techniques,
including mobile and digital

K6 cyber attack techniques and
counter measures for avoidance

K7 computer forensics

In your opinion which are the most important knowledge 
to deepen for you in the future to learn selected below 

competences (1 = most important, 14 = less important)? 
E.8 Information Security Management

1 (=first most important)

2 (= second most important)

3 (=third most important)

4 (=fourth most important)

5 (=fifth  most important)

6 (=very important)

7 (=quite important)

8 (= important)

9 (=not so much important)

10 (= fifth less important)

11 (=fourth less important)

12 (=third less important)

13 (=second less importan)

14 (=first less important)
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Only three students who passed the courses filled the questionnaire: this is probably due to 
the period in which it was submitted (July just before holidays).  

In order to better understand the survey results, we have to add some environment 
information: when the survey was done, the online platform had just been put online and 
only the E.8 course is available, with only five learning units and with only a subset of the 
training material.  

The blended approach was in general appreciated and the linkography on the online 
platform is considered very useful. The subdivision of course contents in topics on the online 
platform is also considered very useful, like the topics in each course in respect to the 
training in information security management. These topics in respect to your professional 
development are considered in general useful. 

Looking at the online platform, it was considered easy to access and navigating, the objects 
are quite easy to find. The look and feel is considered very good. Easiness of use and look 
and feel are considered the strength points of the platform, while no bad things had been 
pointed out. 

The involved people did’t know if they would look other courses on the platform but all of 
them agree that would suggest the eCF alliance training and platform to their colleges not 
involved in the pilot.  
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0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW

VERY UNUSEFL

RATHER UNUSEFL

NEITHER UNUSEFL NOR USEFUL

RATHER USEFUL

VERY USEFUL

What do you think about the blended 
approach (face to face lessons plus 

online platform) ?

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW

VERY UNUSEFL

RATHER UNUSEFL

NEITHER UNUSEFL NOR USEFUL

RATHER USEFUL

VERY USEFUL

How is the available linkograpy on the 
online platform?

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW
VERY UNUSEFL

RATHER UNUSEFL
NEITHER UNUSEFL NOR USEFUL

RATHER USEFUL
VERY USEFUL

How is the subdivision of course 
contents in topics on the online 

platform?
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0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW

VERY UNUSEFL

RATHER UNUSEFL

NEITHER UNUSEFL NOR USEFUL

RATHER USEFUL

VERY USEFUL

how are the topics in each course in 
respect to the training in information 

security management?

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2

DON’T KNOW

VERY UNUSEFL

RATHER UNUSEFL

NEITHER UNUSEFL NOR USEFUL

RATHER USEFUL

VERY USEFUL

how are the topics in each course in 
respect to your professwional 

development?

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW

VERY BAD

RATHER BAD

NEITHER BAD NOR GOOD

RATHER GOOD

VERY GOOD

How easy is to access the platform?
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0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

DON’T KNOW

VERY BAD

RATHER BAD

NEITHER BAD NOR GOOD

RATHER GOOD

VERY GOOD

How is the look and feel of the 
platform?

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2

DON’T KNOW

VERY DIFFICULT

RATHER DIFFICULT

NEITHER DIFFICULT NOR EASY

RATHER EASY

VERY EASY

How easy is navigating the platform?

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2

DON’T KNOW

VERY DIFFICULT

RATHER DIFFICULT

NEITHER DIFFICULT NOR EASY

RATHER EASY

VERY EASY

How easy is finding elements you are 
looking for?
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What type of content (slides, video, wiki, forums, tests,links,...) do you expect 
on the online platform? please tell us one at least. 

 
SLIDES,VIDEO 
slides 
videos, online labs if coherent with the training 
 
 
could you please indicate the first three bad things you find on the platform? 
- no one 1 
 
- no one 2 
 
- no one 3 
 
 
could you please indicate the first three good things you find on the platform? 

 
easy to use 

 
- easy to navigate , you can go down to second level hyperlink and return to 
home level without losing the " Street" 

 
nice feel 

 
 
Could you provide us some suggestions of improvements, please? 
 
no answers 
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0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

No

yes

I don't Know

Do you plan to have a look to other courses?

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5

No

yes

I don't Know

Are you going to suggest the eCF alliance training 
and platform to collegues?
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5.3 Annex 3 – Italian National Workshop Survey 

During the Italian National Workshop that was held in Cefriel headquarters on September 20th, 
2018, attendants were asked to fill up a questionnaire on the role of digital competences in 
training and lifelong learning.  

The survey was divided in two sections. In the first one, workshop participants were asked to 
express their opinion on the relevance of competence training and whether companies, trade 
associations, and professional bodies would invest money for training their employees and 
members.The results show that the vast majority of the respondents (90%) “strongly agree” 
or “agree” that competence-based training is a valuable tool for lifelong learning. However, 
they are less positive about the possibility that the abovementioned organizations would 
afford costs to train their human resources.Only 50%, 40%, and 25% of the interviewees 
“strongly agree” or “agree” that professional bodies, companies, and trade associations 
respectively would ask VET providers to develop customized courses for their employees and 
members. 

In the second section of the questionnaire, the experts present at the workshop were asked 
to rate the importance of competence certifications, availability of courses, and career 
assessment and guidance in developing a competence-based training model. For 
certifications, 84.2% of the respondents “strongly agree” or “agree” that a certification 
recognized at European level would be crucial for the scalability of the model. Whether 
positive, a certification recognised at national levelonly would seem to have a minor impact. 
In fact, 72.2% of the responses express a rate from 4 to 5, but only 22.2% “strongly” believe a 
national certification would make a difference. A consensus that is even lower when 
considering a possible certification released from a VET provider without any other 
recognition. About the offer of full sets of competence-based training courses, interviewees 
are overall positive about this feature. Yet, the majority(42.1%) assumed a neutral position on 
this topic. On the contrary, Italian experts think that a preliminary trainee career assessment 
and course selection guidance would be useful for the success of a competence-based training 
model. 63.2% of responses reveal experts “agree” on this matter and another 21.1% “strongly 
agree” on it. 

Overall, competence-based training received a positive feedback from Italian experts. Trainee 
support through assessment and guidance tools and a final certification recognized at 
European level complement this big picture. However, the same experts are quite sceptical 
about the idea that any type of organization wouldsupport investmentsto develop such 
courses and train their human capital. 
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Below is the full questionnaire with all the responses. 

The role of digital competences in the future of training and lifelong learning 

Please rate the following information on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being "strongly disagree" 
and 5 "strongly agree". 
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Please rate the importance of the following features in developing a competence-based 
training model on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being "strongly disagree" and 5 "strongly agree".
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